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Refunds
denied for
mandatory
insurance

Hatchet
The GW

GW spends
millions to
renovate
aging halls
by justin jacques
Hatchet Reporter

by allison kowalski
Hatchet Reporter
The University will not refund hundreds of students who
were forced to pay for a full year
of GW’s health insurance even
though they will graduate three
months before the plan expires.
As part of a mandatory insurance plan, about 4,000 students were automatically charged
$2,200, plus additional thousands
for dependents, last July. Senior
Associate Dean of Students Mark
Levine said last week that it is not
possible to refund graduating students for the extra months of coverage, despite backlash.
“Many students continue to
use the health insurance benefits
locally or at home, including internationally, during the summer
months,” Levine said in an email.
The insurance fees applied
to international, medical, public health and nursing students,
many of whom say they plan to
leave the U.S. after graduation.
International graduate student Shashwat Gautam said the
extra three months come out to
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public health and nursing students graduated, including hundreds of international students.
Second-year graduate MBA
student Fatih Saglik, said he is
“really pissed off,” about the
coverage. He said he will return
home to Turkey in May, but must
continue paying $1,381 for himself and an additional $3,867 for
his seven-months pregnant wife.
“I don’t get why they make

GW will spend several million
dollars to gut and replace kitchens in Fulbright Hall this summer,
part of a five-year plan to renovate
outdated residence halls.
About 75 kitchens in Fulbright will receive fresh countertops and cabinetry as part of the
renovation process, with some
rooms also receiving new appliances. Rooms in the 66-year-old
building were last upgraded in
2009 with a paint job.
“A lot of times we look at
where you can get the most bang
for your buck. Fulbright has 225
residents, and in terms of looking
at places with outdated facilities
like kitchens, it’s one of the bigger buildings and makes the
most sense to renovate,” Director
of GW Housing Programs Seth
Weinshel said.
Next on the list to renovate are
International House, JBKO, Francis Scott Key and Guthridge halls.
University
spokeswoman
Taylor Tibbetts could not pinpoint the exact cost of the renovations, but said the cost is similar

See INSURANCE: Page 3

See KITCHENS: Page 5
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Second-year graduate MBA student Fatih Saglik said his family will be burdened by the cost of the University's Aetna
health care plan through the end of the summer. He and his wife will welcome their first child before he graduates in May.

$518 per student, on top of charges for dependents like wives or
children.
Gautam and Shirley Hsieh,
both members of the Student Association, have lobbied for GW
to modify its mandatory health
care policy since last summer,
when thousands of students saw
charges on their bills even if they
already had health care coverage.
Gautam and Hsieh created a
17-page report last semester outlining changes for the program,

the cornerstone of which was a refund. About 1,800 students opted
out of the plan last semester after
proving to Aetna that they had a
previous insurance plan. About
2,300 students are still covered
by the plan, University spokeswoman Michelle Sherrard said
last week.
She said she is not sure of how
many students on the plan will
graduate because not everyone
has applied for graduation. Last
year, more than 1,000 medical,

GSPM to
show off
political
stripes
by cory weinberg
Campus News Editor
The Graduate School of Political Management wants students to know it can help them
thrive in a culture of partisan
sniping, shifting its marketing
focus after a year of declining
student interest.
Director Mark Kennedy, a
former Republican congressman
from Minnesota who took over
last January, said the school will
highlight lessons in campaigning and legislative dealing rather
than policy.
Applications to the school
dipped 22 percent last year,
pushing enrollment down by 14
percent. The decline came after
a year of stagnant enrollment
following two years of about 35
percent gains.
In previous promotion efforts,
headed by three marketing heads
in five years, the school would
sometimes advertise itself as
“nonpartisan,” Kennedy said.
“We [called] ourselves nonpolitical. We are not nonpolitical.
Why would you come to GSPM if
you aren’t political, if you weren’t
partisan,” Kennedy said. “We
don’t care what policy you’re
trying to advance; we’re here to
See GSPM: Page 5
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Two turtles – Sir William Matthew Flinders Petrie and Kathleen Kenyon, named after famous archaeologists – live with a hamster named Hamtaro and students in 1959 E Street.

Creature comforts: Students sneak pets into dorms
by aaron goodtree
and brianna gurciullo
Hatchet Reporters

She didn't expect to bring
Hamtaro home to 1959 E Street,
after a friend found him wandering around South Hall.
And the senior couldn't help
but take in two turtles that friends
picked up in Chinatown.
“They’re nice to come home
to. Especially after long days, you
just want to come home and cuddle with a pet or something like
that,” the senior, who spoke on
the condition of anonymity, said.
Pets are banned from residence halls, and keeping them
means being constantly prepared
to hide them under the bed or in
the closet in case of a surprise visit from Facilities Services. Crews
do room check-ins twice annually,
and during the academic year,

students usually have one day to
give the animal to a family member or a friend. If they get caught.
The senior said when facilities
officials performed a safety inspection this semester, a staff member
looked at the hamster, Hamtaro,
but said nothing. She said she's
not worried about her turtles – Sir
William Matthew Flinders Petrie
and Kathleen Kenyon, named after
famous archaeologists – either.
“I wanted something low
maintenance, so I just made sure
it wasn’t something I’d have to
worry about constantly,” the senior said. Still, the animals are
mischievous, and the four roommates often experience “Dr.
Doolittle moments," she said. The
roommates sometimes wake up
with Hamtaro on them after he
escapes from his cage.
House staff members rarely
hear complaints about pets more

than once a semester, and almost
never during academic breaks,
Associate Dean of Students Tim
Miller said. University spokeswoman Michelle Sherrard declined to provide the number of
instances in which students have
been caught with pets in residence halls.
This year, though, staff members found a hedgehog and a cat
in two different rooms over the
winter break, Miller said. The University turned the animals over to
the Washington Humane Society.
Michael Triebwasser, a humane law enforcement officer, said
reports of animal cruelty in GW
residence halls are uncommon.
Others say they have not been
caught.
One sophomore in Guthridge
Hall said she shared a kitten for
several weeks with her two roommates. One of the roommates,

who lives in Baltimore, said she
coordinated her schedule around
dorm inspections and holiday
breaks to bring the kitten home
and take it to the vet. When the
kitten became too restless to remain in their room, it went to stay
in Baltimore, the roommate said.
Kaitlin Rzendzian, a senior
who lived in Ivory Tower last year,
said she took care of a puppy for
six weeks last fall until it was old
enough for adoption.
Rzendzian slipped down eight
flights of stairs in the back of the
building three times a day to take
the puppy, Abby, out for a walk.
Although the trips up and
down stairs were “a pain in the
butt,” Rzendzian said caring for
the dog was easy overall. But she
added, “winter or summer break
would have been a different story.”
See PETS: Page 8

men's basketball | vcu 84, gw 57

GW stumbles against Rams' havoc defense
by elizabeth traynor
Sports Editor
RICHMOND, Va. – The Colonials
probably drove past the billboard
touting Havoc on their way into
Richmond.
They definitely glimpsed H-A-VO-C lettered on the back of VCU’s warmups. And they couldn’t avoid the giant black and yellow flag that covered
the entire student section, informing
GW that “HAVOC Lives Here!”
The subject in question was
VCU’s infamous havoc defense,
the intense press that was the focus of a recent Sports Illustrated
examination and that’s resulted
in the Rams leading the nation in
total steals, steals per game and
forced turnovers per game. Satur-

day night, it led to an 84-57 loss,
the most points an opponent has
scored against GW this season.
“Our biggest weakness, aside
from our lack of outside shooting
ability, is handling pressure,” head
coach Mike Lonergan said. “This is
a game I’ve been worried about for
a while, because you can’t really do
it in practice – what they’re going
to do – unless you put six guys out
there. I never thought we would
not calm down after a while. And
we never really did.”
At first, it seemed as if GW was
poised to give VCU a taste of its
own medicine, getting out to an
8-2 lead off the strength of its man
defense. But the game was soon
dominated by Rams runs, which
the Colonials tried to halt with a

switch into a zone.
Re-evaluating, VCU simply began to attack GW’s zone from the
perimeter. Looping in multiple
treys over the course of the first, the
Rams slowly extended their lead
before closing the half on a 14-2 run
for an 18-point advantage.
“We tried to play a little 2-3
zone and had two mental lapses
there and left the best shooter wide
open,” Lonergan said. “That run at
the end of the first half killed us.
The game was basically over then.”
The Rams were able to supplement their defense with hot-handed shooting on the night, finishing
with a 53.5 field goal percentage
that included eight three-pointers.
See BASKETBALL: Page 6
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Freshman guard Joe McDonald loses the ball due to a VCU double team during
Saturday's game. GW struggled with ball control, turning it over 25 times.
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IN Brief

Dual degree programs
in admissions spotlight

–Amelia Williams
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Eve Gutman, a 20-year-old Haverford College student, joined tens of thousands Saturday on the National Mall to rally against the greenhouse gas-emitting
Keystone XL pipeline. Student organizations such as Green GW and the College Democrats joined the crowd, urging legislators to address climate change.

QUOTABLE

''

The Office of Admissions will trumpet
GW’s dual-degree programs, which slice
the amount of time and money students
need to earn a master’s degree, in an effort to hook and hold on to more top high
school students through graduate school.
The accelerated master ’s degrees
will be more heavily promoted in admissions pitches, Provost Steven Lerman
said, alongside other top programs such
as the University Honors Program, the
Women’s Leadership Program and Politics and Values.
“We wanted to create some opportunities for those [highly-motivated] students
to get all the way to the end of a master’s
degree in a shorter period of time than
would be typical for the normal four-year
bachelor’s,” Lerman said.
High school students do not have to
commit to the accelerated tracks before
entering GW, but Lerman said the dualdegree program would mostly help students with substantial Advanced Placement credits leave with a master’s degree.
Students typically enter GW’s programs two or three years into their time at
the University, oftentimes after consulting
with their academic advisers, Senior Vice
Provost for Academic Affairs and Planning Forrest Maltzman said.
The Columbian College of Arts and
Sciences offers 26 accelerated master’s
programs, ranging from art history to anthropology. The most popular is the Bachelor of Arts: Political Communication and
Master of Arts: Media and Public Affairs.
There has also been a notable increase in
enrollment for the bachelor’s and master’s in biology dual degree program, said
Guennadi Bratichko, assistant director for
the Columbian College’s Office of Graduate Student Services.
Bratichko declined to provide enrollment figures for the dual-degree programs.
But other dual-degree programs have
been unsuccessful. GW shuttered its sixyear B.A.-J.D. program two years ago after
failing to attract students.
English professor Marshall Alcorn,
who handles the dual-degree program for
his department, said that there are currently two students in their senior year
going through the B.A.-M.A. program in
the English department, with four more in
their fifth year.
Alcorn said he felt his students were
more competitive in the job market after going through the program and said
he was impressed by the positions they
found.

''

After putting in so much effort, with such an elaborate document and meeting with every
single senior administrator, and having them promise, it’s pretty disappointing.
–Shashwat Gautam, Student Association senator, on his failed effort to avoid extra health insurance costs.
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Tuesday
Russian Protest Rock
Listen to Moscow State University
professor Artem Troitsky discuss how
Russian citizens use music, poetry and
art to express political discontent.
1957 E Street, Voesar Conference
Room • 4 p.m.

Spies and Social Media

Fine Arts

Join former Central Intelligence
Agency director Michael Hayden for
a conversation with SMPA director
Frank Sesno and an audience Q&A.
Jack Morton Auditorium
• 6:30 p.m.

See a talk by Nina Dubin, professor of
art history at the University of Illinois at
Chicago, on eighteenth-century pictures
depicting women as they read love letters.
Smith Hall of Art, Room 114
• 6:15 p.m.

The Hatchet is
moving into A NEW home, but
we need your help.
Donate at
HomeforTheHatchet.org

Wednesday
Business MBA

20

Interested in pursuing an MBA in
business? Meet with admissions
officers at the School of
Business for application tips and
information about scholarships.
Duques Hall, Room 420 • 6 p.m.
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Translating
research
findings for
laymen
by cory weinberg and
mary ellen mcintire
Hatchet Staff Writers
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The Dakota, on the corner of 21st and F streets, wil exclusively house students who are part of affinity groups during the 2013-2014 school year. The 10-floor building
is home to about 200 students each year. It previously housed sophomores and juniors.

Affinity housing sign-ups nosedive
by anuyha bobba
Hatchet Reporter
Applications for GW’s
affinity housing program
dropped 67 percent after the
University announced this
spring that only registered student organizations could be
part of the program.
Thirty-three groups applied for the housing option – a drop from about 100
groups last year, GW Hous-

ing Programs Director Seth
Weinshel said.
The themed housing option
boomed after it first launched
three years ago, prompting GW
to tighten restrictions this year
by only including registered
organizations and upping the
number of participants allowed
per group.
Affinity groups next year
will live in Fulbright Hall,
The Dakota, Mitchell Hall
and Guthridge Hall. While

the average group will swell
to 24 members – up from 11
last year – the affinity housing population will shrink by
25 percent.
A total of 600 students will
participate next year.
Weinshel said the smaller
size will not affect the program, which is slated to expand over the next decade as
a flagship student life component of the University’s
10-year strategic plan.

“It doesn’t matter how
many people, if those groups
are living together and are
building great community
amongst themselves, affinity
will only continue to grow over
time," he said.
The plan will also increase
its faculty-in-residence and
study abroad options. Six floors
in GW’s newest residence hall,
known colloquially as “the superdorm,” will have floor plans
designed to house up to 20 stu-

dents who will share a kitchen
and living room.
Freshman Meg Glavey said
the new requirements weren’t
made clear enough to students
applying for the program. She
said she and 15 friends who
happen to be involved with
Campaign GW decided to apply together.
“It was hard to establish
ourselves as a student organization because of the stricter
rules,” Glavey said. u

Disability studies gets boost in English department
by kristen barnes
Hatchet Reporter
The English department
is looking to build a stronger
cadre of professors in disability studies – a relatively new
field that looks at how people
with disabilities perceive and
are perceived in society.
The English department
will hire an associate or
full-time professor in for the
cross-disciplinary field that
spans several departments,
including education, law,
literature and public policy.
Disability studies has taken
root in the English department over the last few years,
though it is not yet offered as
a major or minor.
That could change soon,
department chair Robert
McRuer said. He added that
he hopes another speciality
hire will build momentum for
disability studies at GW and
entice more graduate students
to the program.
He said that while there
are other professors who are
interested in disability studies,
he is targeting a top scholar to
lift the department above its
competitors.
“It will make us really one
of the two English departments in the country that are
known for that kind of interdisciplinary work on disability – impairment of the body,”
McRuer, who specializes in
disability studies, said. “It’s
kind of difficult to understand
how important that will be in
terms of our national profile
in that field, which is a really
emerging field. It’s also one
that students tend to love.”
The field is akin to feminism, and it looks to dig deep-

INSURANCE
from p. 1
me buy health insurance for
the summer, from which I
won’t be benefiting at all,”
Saglik said. He said his wife
is due in April and the costlier coverage will make it difficult to keep the new family
afloat under a tight budget.
Siddharth Dugar, a second-year MBA student from
India, said that while Aetna
has a branch in his home
country, it would be cheaper
to purchase from a provider
back home.
“It’s really expensive,
and we don’t have the option,” Dugar said.
Gautam said because it
has been six months since he
submitted his initial proposal to alter the health plans,
he has “lost hope” that his
other recommendations, in-
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Robert McRuer, chair of the English department, is trying to elevate his program's emphasis on disability studies by hiring one of its first
major scholars in the field. In literature, disability studies is concerned with cultural depictions of people with handicaps.

er than common stereotypes
and metaphors about disabilities in history and literature,
McRuer said.
Jeffrey Cohen, an English professor, said the department, which has several
scholars on disability studies,
has put a lot of energy into
the cultural field.
“A way to think about this
is for those of us who were not
born disabled – if we live long

"It’s really expensive,
and we don’t have
the option."
Siddharth DUGAR
Second-year
Master's of Business
Administration

cluding establishing an Aetna contact point on campus
for students and offering alternate affordable packages,
will ever gain ground.
“After putting in so
much effort, with such an
elaborate document and
meeting with every single
senior administrator, and
having them promise, it’s
pretty disappointing,” Gautam said.
Gautam tried reaching
out to administrators via
email at the end of January,

enough, there will come a time
in our lives where we become
disabled. It’s not that a disability sets a person off in one particular way," he said. "It's a part
of the human experience."
Disability studies gained
momentum at GW six years
ago with its first cross-discipline symposium. The next
conference, which will likely
take place next spring, is in the
planning stages.

GW is currently one of
the only English departments in the country with
a teaching slot for disability
studies. Other universities
that have shown interest in
the field include Emory, University of Chicago, Georgetown and Corcoran College
of Art and Design.
It could become a minor at
GW “down the road," McRuer
said, tying into the Univer-

sity’s interdisciplinary focus,
highlighted in the strategic
plan and evidenced by new
minors like sustainability.
Columbian College of
Arts and Sciences has had two
students graduate with majors
in disability studies in recent
years because they were able
to create their own interdisciplinary degree, McRuer said.
–Mary Ellen McIntire
contributed to this report.

Part-time professor Caitlin Schrein wants the work of
her graduate anthropology
students to go beyond an audience of academics who read
leather-bound journals and obscure research papers.
Schrein, who leads a graduate course called “Public Understanding of Science,” teaches aspiring scientists to relay
complicated research findings
for laypeople – a concept the
University wants its own established researchers to start
putting into action.
“Public understanding of
science in general is not just
about trying to persuade or
convince people that what you
think as a scientist is right,”
Schrein said. “Scientists have
to be able to effectively communicate science for the betterment of society generally.”
GW’s nearly final 10-year
plan, which is marked with
millions of dollars to improve
the University’s research status, will also encourage researchers to more aggressively
convey their work to the public. Schrein said this was an unusual focus for a university.
“This is a pressing national
need,” Provost Steven Lerman
said. “Fewer and fewer people
in the general public I think
understand the nature of scientific research and its value to
society, partly because many of
the research areas are complicated.”
The University will look
to push back against this ignorance, according to the
plan, by increasing researchers’ work with GW’s public relations arm. The office
hired Lisa Van Pay, a former
spokeswoman for the National Science Foundation,
two months ago as director of
research communications.
“I think it will make the
case why research is so important,” Lerman said. “Research
and development is one of the
great engines of the American
economy. I think it’s because
– perhaps – because we in science and technology have not
explained that well, perhaps
it’s been undervalued.”
Murray Loew, a professor of engineering, said he
teaches his students to have a
20-second elevator speech – as
well as an hour-long presentation that includes the technical
details – prepared about their
projects.
“The point is to focus on
the importance and not the details,” Loew said. “ ‘How is this
useful? What will the benefits
be in the future?’ and so on.”
Senior Vice Provost for Academic Affairs and Planning
Forrest Maltzman said executing that communications pitch
also helps the University’s
reputation if more people view
GW as a place where beneficial
research occurs.
He pointed to recent anthropology research about the
origins of barefoot running,
which earned GW a mention
in a New York Times article.
But the emphasis on public communication of science
can also water down research,
said Chet Sherwood, an associate professor of anthropology. He said researchers need
to strike between correctly reporting the science and oversimplifying it.
“It’s our obligation, I
think, to be able to very clearly try to explain the significance of our research. But science can be bogged down in
rather technical terminology,
and there are always caveats
to being able to generalize
your findings,” he said. u

but said he never received a
direct response. He was also
in contact with Student Association President Ashwin
Narla, who agreed to address these concerns at his
next meeting with the administration.
In the last few months,
the University has extended
the deadline to apply for a
waiver, expanded the exemption criteria for these waivers, and increased communication efforts, Levine said.
But Gautam said increased communication is
not enough. He added that
the University failed to fully explain the policy to the
student body, and after he
setup an email account to
answer insurance questions
last semester, more than 100
students reached out to him.
“We did the work that
Student
Health
Service
scott figatner | hatchet staff PHOTOgrapher
should be doing for stu- Second-year graduate MBA student Fatih Saglik looks over insurance paperwork with his seven-month pregnant
dents,” Gautam said. u
wife. He is one of manyinternational students who hoped GW would refund costs for coverage following graduation.
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WHAT THE UNIVERSITY WON't TALK ABOUT THIS WEEK
The number of pets found in residence halls over the past year (p. 1).
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In law dean search, find balance between
innovation and tradition

Staff Editorial

Meet student
leaders halfway
Student space was a focus for
Student Association executives last
year. It has been the primary focus
of the student leadership this year.
And it is going to be the central tenet of nearly every SA candidate’s
platform for the upcoming year.
The debate over this issue isn’t
ending anytime soon. But Provost
Steven Lerman and Executive Vice
President and Treasurer Lou Katz
wrote a patronizing public response Feb. 11 to the cry for more
space, essentially denying the calls
to turn the third floor of the Marvin Center into a student hub.
Instead, they argued, student
space will be incorporated into
new campus construction projects
like the Science and Engineering
Hall and the “superdorm.”
“We believe the best approach
is to integrate student spaces into
our new buildings and renovations, and this is the approach we
have been pursuing.”

The whole purpose
of the SA is to take
the pulse of the
student body and
lobby on behalf
of the average
Colonial. But these
student leaders can
only do so much
when administrators
won’t meet them
halfway.
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Alex Schneider
Writer
tives for the law school, and chief
among them was tailoring legal
education.
“What I was interested in was,
how can we take each individual
student’s set of interests and tailor
a set of experiences that respond to
those interests,” Berman told me.
In an increasingly competitive
legal job market, Berman wanted
to use GW’s vast resources and
reach to help students design a
set of experiences that would help
make them competitive. He also
expanded a program that allocates
stipends to struggling graduates
for internships until they find jobs.
And last summer, Berman’s
unconventional thinking won him
the National Law Journal’s award
as one of 20 “Champion and Visionaries” of the law in the District.
But the dean moved to the provost’s office as the new vice pro-

vost for online education and academic innovation at the end of last
semester. It seems like Berman’s
“academic innovation” was out of
place in GW’s flagship law school.
Maggs, who was also interim
dean before Berman was hired,
replaced him. His return avoided
giving the school a fourth dean in
four years.
Maggs’ approach is quite different from Berman's. In an interview, I asked Maggs about his top
priorities as dean. He responded
by highlighting the importance
of collective decision making and
sending major decisions at all levels through the committee.
I pressed Maggs to explain his
reasoning.
“It’s a priority because I don’t
have all the answers,” he said. “I
think we work best when we make
collective decisions.”
Maggs is the law school’s answer to Berman’s 18 months of
new initiatives. Unlike Berman,
who tried to make an immediate
impact on the law school, Maggs
is more careful and cautious.
Where Berman emphasized

to me his initiatives to change the
face of the law school, Maggs emphasized that for him, relying on
other leaders there for support
and guidance is a priority.
At this time of uncertainty in
legal education, Berman’s departure was a poor decision for the
law school. He was trying to be
proactive and find new ways to
provide students a quality legal
education.
Going forward, the law school
needs a leader who recognizes
that innovation is necessary if the
school is going to stay ahead. But
it also needs someone who is pragmatic and who would look to the
faculty for guidance and support.
The new dean will have to balance
these two perspectives. He or she
must be someone who can push
the boundaries of a legal education while also maintaining the
trust and high opinion of his or
her colleagues.
The new dean will have to find
a way to strike a balance or else he
or she will be out too.
–The writer is a first-year
student in the GW Law School.

All victims of
sexual assault
deserve
anonymity

Solar-powered table: The
sun is working overtime
by Amanda Kay

I

magine two scenarios: one in which
you are standing in a courtroom in
front of a judge accusing your hall
mate of stealing your phone, and one
in which you are accusing your professor.
As the victim, you would expect to retain
the same rights while on trial regardless of
the status of the person you’re accusing.

David Ellis

While it is reassuring that administrators are at least including more student space in future
projects, the letter sent a message
to students that their input isn't a
priority.
Students obviously have valuable insight when it comes to issues like campus space. The Marvin Center is supposedly GW's
student union, but the University
has traded both the old Hippodrome bowling alley and the wingery on the fifth floor for more office space. And in response to more
than 4,000 signatures on a petition
to the Board of Trustees to open
up more student space to create a
greater sense of community, administrators have virtually turned
their backs.
For any meaningful conversation, student ideas must be taken
into account. The whole purpose
of the SA is to take the pulse of
the student body and lobby on behalf of the average Colonial. But
these student leaders can only
do so much when administrators
won’t meet them halfway. Student feedback, especially from the
SA, can complement the administration’s plans and initiatives.
Students' concerns should not be
brushed off. Collaboration is necessary in planning the future of
campus. Universities exist for students, and their feedback should
hold weight.
The administration’s opposition to student input puts an end
to any SA lobbying efforts on this
hallmark issue, which is frustrating, given that collaboration between the student representatives
and GW officials has a led to past
successes.
In the 2009-2010 academic
school year, former SA President
Julie Bindleglass and Executive
Vice President Jason Lifton pushed
the conversation about renovating
Gelman Library. And then in May
2011, the board allocated $16 million to upgrading the aging building.
It is essential that the University remain receptive to student concerns, instead of writing a passive
letter of dismissal.

The GW

T

he GW Law School is at a
crossroads.
This fall, the school will
search for new leadership
after dropping Dean Paul Schiff
Berman after only 18 months. The
search coincides with a changing
legal market and increased scrutiny of what is traditionally required of a legal education.
The law school can innovate
to adapt to a new legal job market.
Or, it can adhere to a more traditional approach that has served
the school well – and placed it at
the coveted No. 20 rank.
But to remain competitive, the
new dean of the law school will
have to adopt both approaches.
There was the approach of
Berman – an outsider and proponent of challenging traditional
notions of legal education. And
then there’s Gregory Maggs, the
re-appointed interim dean and a
senior member of the school’s faculty approach, who calls for careful review of new initiatives and
collective decision making.
Four months ago, Berman was
still talking about his new initia-

Writer

Letter to the editor

GW offers a flexible dining plan
I am writing in response to the article “The
hidden costs of campus dining” (Feb. 4, p. 1), in
which The Hatchet reported that J Street is unlikely to turn a profit.
The University has, over time, developed
what we believe to be the most flexible university dining program in the country. The
program offers both campus dining dollars
and Colonial Cash, providing students with
access to a variety of campus dining venues
such as J Street, Pelham Commons, ZeBi and
G-Dub Java and also the option to patronize
eateries throughout Foggy Bottom and the
District. The University constantly evaluates
the balance of flexibility in the dining program with the goal of providing variety and
quality on-campus offerings.
With regard to the concept of “hidden
costs,” all business owners must take into account operating costs – such as rent, staffing
and cost of goods and sales – when establishing prices. It is important to note that vendors
are not permitted to charge a “tariff” for using
the GWorld card. In addition, there is no direct correlation between locations that accept

GWorld and those that charge higher prices.
For example, at Whole Foods Foggy Bottom – which accepts GWorld – the cost per
pound for the hot food and salad bar at is the
same as the Arlington, Va., location and even
less than the P Street location. Neither of those
locations accept GWorld. Similarly, the cost of
a pita sandwich at Perfect Pita in The Shops at
2000 Penn is the same as other D.C. locations
that do not partner with GWorld. This is also
true for offerings at Sweetgreen and CVS.
There are many opinions about what constitutes the best dining plan. We consistently take
into account these viewpoints as we continually
review our plan. We will continue to work to create the best plan possible for our students while
taking into account the desires for both flexibility
and quality.
I encourage students to share comments and
ideas on how to improve the dining program
through engagement with the Student Dining
Board or by completing a comment card, available at campus dining venues.
–Alicia Knight is the Senior Associate Vice
President for Operations.
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But in the confidentiality subsection
of GW’s interim sexual harassment policy,
there is a double standard for how the
University treats students as compared to
faculty and staff.
Thankfully, the University is in the
process of changing this and other parts
of the sexual harassment policy – and for
good reason.
The interim policy states that a victim
can remain anonymous when accusing another student, but not when the accused
is a faculty member. That's a problem
considering one of the main purposes of
the policy is to protect students who have
been victimized and to help them feel as
comfortable as possible if they choose to
come forward.
It is critical that the plans to change
this egregious double standard are finalized.
It’s already difficult for a student to
accuse a faculty member due to the fear
of a potential impact on an individual's
academic future. The fact that the interim
policy was passed but didn't recognize
this shortcoming – and exacerbates an existing problem – is distressing.
Anonymity will have repercussions
when it comes to disciplinary proceedings.
To progress to a formal hearing process,
whether against a student or faculty member, students will need to disclose their
identities to ensure a proper investigation.
As a result, the disciplinary process
should protect both parties’ rights. Students should have the right to remain
anonymous throughout the course of
a sexual harassment investigation and
hearing, but they must know that if they
choose to do so, it will make the process
less effective.
Deputy Title IX Coordinator Tara
Pereira explained to me that it would be
impossible to issue a no-contact order, a
rule restricting one person from interacting with another, without informing the
person of who they are prohibited from
contacting. And she’s right: At a certain
point, disclosing an identity is necessary
to move forward with a case.
But still, the decision to remain anonymous should initially be afforded to all
students.
Alleged victims of sexual assault should
be allowed to protect their identities – no
matter who is sitting across the table.
–The writer is a sophomore majoring in
finance.
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GSPM

time, according to a Washington Post congressional database. He reached
across the aisle to support
a ban on cruel treatment of
detainees in 2005, but voted to pass a constitutional
amendment that would ban
same-sex marriage in two
failed attempts in 2004 and
2006.
Unsteady
leadership
prior to Kennedy’s arrival
last year might have also
derailed recruitment efforts.
The school saw 18 months
of faculty strife, interim
leaders and internal debates
over its trajectory. Its acceptance rate also crept up to
two-thirds from 60 percent
last year. Just one of the 23
applicants to a legislative
affairs program was rejected last year.
“I think the transition

nature of the leadership impacted it. There was a lack
of clear focus on reaching
out every day and telling
our story,” Kennedy said.
“I’m not sure if we just relied on word of mouth but I
still find people at GW that
don’t know that GSPM is
here.”
Kennedy has planned
over the last year to add
more full-time professors
to the school’s “skeletal”
faculty core and improve its
research portfolio.
Maltzman said enrollment also might have fallen
last year because it was election season, which would
have put potential GSPM
students out on the road
with campaigns.
The College of Professional Studies will now control marketing efforts for its
umbrella school, which has
resulted in the sharing of
talents and expertise as well
as more streamlined operations leading to efficiencies,” Dean Ali Eskandarian
said in an email.
The college hired this
month Jonathan Akman, a
new senior recruitment and
enrollment specialist, to
focus on boosting student
outreach.
“There’s a renewed enthusiasm here,” Akman, an
alumnus, said. “There are
a lot of institutions where
politics is taught, but the applied tenant is what makes
this school unique.”
–Lauren Grady
contributed to this report

said some of her appliances
do not work properly.
“It’ll be great to see
the next batch of residents
with newer cabinets and
microwaves,” she said. “As
of now, the sinks are dirty,
and the drains used to clog
basically every single day.
When we open our refrigerator, our freezer opens, and
when we open our freezer,
our refrigerator opens.”
Another resident, sophomore Diana Clokey, said
her oven does not work
well, baking only in some
places instead of all around
the pan, and said the sinks’
drains “easily clog.”
The halls up next for
renovations are the oldest
on campus. Over the past
16 years, the University has
built five residence halls,

including Phillips Amsterdam, Potomac and South
halls, 1959 E Street and Ivory Tower.
And when the University begins construction
on the $130 million "superdorm," this summer, three
more halls built in the middle of the 20th century will
be completely revamped.
Few halls have seen
building-wide upgrades in
recent years, like the water,
heating and air conditioning
upgrades in Francis Scott
Key Hall in 2009. Lounges
in Building JJ, Strong Hall
and The West End were also
renovated that year.
The University spent
more than $3 million on upgrades to Guthridge, Mitchell, City and The Aston halls
in 2012. u

from p. 1
teach you how to advance
it.”
Kennedy said he is trying to reach more potential
students who want to learn
the ins and outs of campaign
strategy,
speechwriting,
polling, PR and new media.
He will travel to Utah, California and North Carolina
to recruit, a role his predecessors did not have.
“He got the mandate to
be much more visible,” Senior Vice Provost for Academic Affairs and Planning
Forrest Maltzman said.
GSPM, housed in the
College of Professional
Studies, is one of the University’s smallest schools.
The marketing campaign –
a new website and brochure
– will launch this month.
Kennedy has personally
pushed to make the school
more visible by blogging
for both sides of the political spectrum: FoxNews.com
and The Huffington Post.
The former conservative
congressman, who was in
the House of Representatives from 2001 to 2007, said
becoming the director of
a partisan but “all-encompassing” school has been “a
learning experience for me
as well, because the terminology that you use cannot
wittingly be red or blue.”
Kennedy voted with
his party 91 percent of the

KITCHENS
from p. 1
to last year's $2.5 million
upgrade in Munson Hall.
GW set aside $4 million for
residence hall renovations
last year.
The Board of Trustees
will officially price the project in the capital budget in
May.
Several Fulbright residents say the upgrades are
overdue, citing drainage
problems and recurring
cockroach problems.
Sophomore
Emilia
Totzeva said she doesn’t feel
her room is worth the $9,250
rate, and said she has found
cockroaches in cabinets several times this year. She also

Courtesy of Mark Kennedy
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The number of pitchers who earned
the first D-1 starts of their careers for
the baseball team this weekend.

women's basketball | charlotte 68, gw 56

Colonials' road skid hits two with loss at Charlotte
by Jake deitcher
Hatchet Staff Writer
GW thrives in games dictated
by strong defensive play leading
to easy fast-break baskets, executing its best play when it can control in transition.
But when opponents disrupt
that gameplan, learning to attack
inside to disrupt the Colonials’
comfort zone, it can spell an entirely different outcome for the
team. Despite holding Charlotte to
23 first-half points, GW could not
stop Charlotte’s effective inside attack on offense, leading to 45 points
after the break for the 49ers and a
second straight loss on the road for
the Colonials, who fell 68-56.
“Both teams played well defensively in the first half and we were
able to keep it close at halftime,”
head coach Jonathan Tsipis said.
“And we started out strong at the
beginning of the second half, but
they were able to wear us down
in the paint and get us into foul
trouble. We are a better defensive
team than we were showing in the
second half.”
Tsipis attributed the 49ers’ 23
second-half free throw attempts as
the catalyst for his team’s defensive struggles. The high number of
yielded free throw attempts combined with the quality of post play
from Charlotte’s frontcourt caused
the Colonials to wear down in the
second half.
The Colonials (11-14, 5-6) contained Charlotte’s offense in the
first half, but could not capitalize
on it. While Charlotte scored only

23 first-half points, GW managed
to score only 17. GW converted
just 22.2 percent of its shot attempts in the first half and struggled to score from the free throw
line. GW attempted eight first-half
free throws, but made only three.
“We didn’t attack enough at
times, and we missed some opportunities where we should’ve made
a run,” Tsipis said. “On the road,
you need to withstand runs and
maintain runs of your own to be
successful.”
The Colonials began to find
their way on offense in the second
half. Yet, despite shooting 40.6
percent from the field in the half,
attacking the heart of the 49ers defense and getting to the free throw
line, the Colonials could not close
the scoring gap.
Tsipis observed that his team
builds confidence and plays best
with a lead. While his squad does
excel for strings of possessions
when it's down and in need of a
quick basket, Tsipis recognizes the
situations where his team is most
comfortable and plays under control.
“During those wins, we were
able to get a lead and build them
throughout the game,” Tsipis said.
“Today we were always playing
from behind, and that is hard to
overcome.”
Senior guard Danni Jackson led
the Colonials with 12 points. Senior guard Megan Nipe and freshman guard Alexis Chandler each
added 10 points, and senior guard
Shi-Heria Shipp grabbed eight rebounds and scored eight points.

HATCHET FILE PHOTO

Senior guard Danni Jackson tries to go baseline against a defender earlier this season. Jackson was the leading point
scorer for the Colonials on Saturday with 12.

GW will have an entire week
to rest and practice before its next
game. Tsipis knows that the bye
week in conference play will give
his team a valuable rest, and said
he also views the time as an opportunity for the team to regain
focus.
The Colonials have three games
remaining on the conference sched-

ule, and Tsipis is instead looking at
this last stretch of games as a new
season. It’s an opportunity to gain
position for the Atlantic-10 Tournament, Tsipis said. Jackson agreed,
adding that the next stretch of play
is a chance for GW to reset the tone
of the season.
“We lost our intensity as the
game went on, and we lost mo-

mentum in the second half. The
bye is coming at a great time so
we can regroup, and we need
rest,” Jackson said. “The last three
games are all critical and they are
all winnable. We are going to raise
our level of intensity and energy
for these final few games, but that
work will definitely start this week
when we practice.” u

GW drops home match in face of hot Dragons shooting
by Sophia omuemu
Hatchet Staff Writer
Coming off a commanding 22-7
opening victory against District foe
Howard, the stage seemed set for
GW to carry that momentum into
its opening home match Saturday.
But the Colonials dropped
their first home game to the Drexel Dragons, falling 10-3.
GW entered the first half with
an aggressive but patient offense.
Within the first four minutes, the
Colonials had made three shot
attempts – looking to establish
a solid rhythm – but before GW
could find the back of the net, the
Dragons netted the first goal with
23 minutes left to play.
“We wanted to make sure we
were moving the ball. We really
wanted to create opportunities
and work together,” head coach
Tara Hannaford said.
The
Colonials
responded
quickly, though, with a goal by junior midfielder Jordy Bathras, assisted by sophomore Jamie Bumgardner. The momentum fueled
the Colonials defensively, led by
senior goalkeeper Jess Hicks, who
made her first save of the game in
the fifth minute.
Fifteen minutes passed before the Dragons broke the 1-1
stalemate. Soon after, they followed with another goal, increasing their lead to 3-1. With hopes
of entering the second half down
by only one point, senior Nicole

samuel klein | contributing photo editor

Senior midfielder Jamie Bumgardner attempts to pass it down the field past a Drexel defender. The Colonials dropped their home
opener to the Dragons 10-3, a loss that members of the team said had roots in GW's slow-moving offensive play.

Lacey whipped in a goal with 44
seconds left in the half.
“I think the first half was great.
We needed to take out some of the
fouls, but I think we’ve taken such

leaps in working together,” Hicks
said. “There was a lot of communication, and we really wanted to
work hard and shut them down.”
At the half, Hannaford empha-

GW falls twice over snowy weekend
by brennan murray
Hatchet Staff Writer
Just minutes before the first pitch of
game one against Davidson, new head
coach Gregg Ritchie took a moment to
relive how chance brought him back to
GW to manage the team he starred on
as a player 30 years earlier.
Standing quietly beside the Colonials’ (0-2) bullpen, watching junior
pitcher Luke Staub prepare for his own
debut, Ritchie shot a look at friend and
associate head coach Tom Sheridan,
who turned with a smirk and said,
“Here we go.”
GW’s players were already lined
up along the chalk as Ritchie walked
past them to hand in the lineup card at
home plate. With each step down the
line and toward the umpire, Ritchie
said he recalled the names of all the
coaches who helped mold his career.
“I thought, ‘I have to be like those
guys. I have to lead players like those
guys led players,’ ” Ritchie said. “It’s
a pretty neat thing to be able to say
I get to lead these men, these young
people.”
Finally handing in the card, Ritchie
ushered in a new era for GW baseball, for a program with not only a
revamped stadium, but also renewed
hopes of qualifying for the A-10 tournament this year, after failing to do so
in each of the last seven seasons.
But both Davidson – and Mother
Nature – had plans of their own this
weekend in the Tar Heel state. After
dizzying snowfall cut Saturday’s game
short and resulting field conditions

rendered a Sunday game impossible,
the Colonials emerged from their series against Davidson with nothing
more than two non-conference blemishes on their nascent 2013 bid. The
Wildcats beat GW 7-5 on Friday and
6-5 on Saturday, when weather ended
the contest after six innings.
Staub led the Colonials’ charge
for much of the way during Ritchie’s
debut Friday, turning in five and two
thirds innings of work while giving up
one unearned run on six hits. After allowing one run in the first frame, GW
held the Wildcats’ bats silent until bullpen trouble set up a Davidson grand
slam in the bottom of the seventh.
Down 7-3 heading into the top of
the ninth, the Colonials needed some
big hits to get them out of the hole.
Sophomore catcher and outfielder
Xavier Parkmond led things off with
a walk, and then scored when senior
outfielder and pitcher Tyler McCarthy
smacked a long ball over the left field
wall to put GW back within two. But
the rally would end there.
“We really have to shore up our
bullpen,” Ritchie said. “You really
want to get each guy to understand
what he is capable of so that each
one can be used in the way he’s best
suited for.”
On Saturday, the Colonials battled
back against the Wildcats, grabbing a
2-0 lead before Davidson scored three
of its own in the bottom half of the
fourth. After allowing three more runs,
GW was again in a position to mount
a comeback in the top of the seventh.
With one out, McCarthy drilled a dou-

ble and later scored on a single from
junior infielder Brookes Townsend.
Senior outfielder Ryan Hickey kept the
streak alive with an RBI base knock of
his own, eventually scoring on consecutive wild pitches to bring the Colonials within a single run.
With two outs and a man on first
for GW, strong winds and snowfall
rolled in, blanketing Wilson Field in
white within minutes and forcing both
teams to return to their dugouts. Per
NCAA rules, the score of the game at
the time of the postponement became
official, allowing Davidson to take a
one-run victory in the face of another
late Colonials rally.
Though disappointed that the
snow prohibited his team from capitalizing on its momentum at the end of
game two and even into game three,
Ritchie said he was proud of how his
team battled throughout the weekend.
“They played clean, solid, good
baseball both days,” Ritchie said. “I
can tell you how this team is going to
play. They’re going to play tenacious.
They’re gonna play hard and learn
how to finish.”
It was also the first Division I career starts for Staub and freshman Max
Kaplow, who took the mound Saturday. Their debut performances were a
heartening aspect of the weekend for
a Colonial team looking to redefine itself, Ritchie said.
"We really couldn't have asked for
more out of them," Ritchie said. "For
those guys to perform at the D-1 level
for the first time like that, that's a major
positive for us right now. u

sized the importance of moving
the ball on offense to create shot
opportunities.
Immediately out of the gates,
Hicks opened the second half

BASKETBALL
from p. 1
Though four players scored in
double figures for VCU, particularly potent was junior forward
Juvonte Reddic, who finished
with 24 points and 10 boards on
11-of-13 shooting.
As VCU’s offensive firepower grew, so too did its defensive
crackdown. Unleashing the
havoc press, the Rams forced 15
turnovers in the first alone, disrupting GW’s transition.
The Colonials continued to
struggle with ball control over
the final 20 minutes of play,
finishing with 25 total turnovers, tying their highest total
of the season. VCU turned the
abundance of turnovers into 27
points on the other end. Freshman guard Joe McDonald struggled particularly in the face of
the press, turning it over eight
times.
“Their pressure is really
good, but we turned the ball
over a lot on our own,” Lonergan said. “The first play of the
game, we threw the ball away
for no apparent reason. We definitely were shook a little bit,
some guys.”
But even when the Colonials
got it past halfcourt, they struggled to find the net, going 5-for19 in the first half. Though the
team upped its percentage in
the second half, it still couldn’t
assert a true offensive edge, finishing with a 38.9 field goal per-

with her sixth save, showing the
energy needed in order to win the
game. But despite that effort, the
Dragons were able to drive the
ball into the net, thanks to GW’s
weak recovery.
Three minutes later, sophomore midfielder Allie Rash netted
what would be GW’s final goal of
the game, making the score 5-3.
“I think we were still playing well on defense, despite them
scoring a couple goals. We just had
a few poor breaks,” Hicks said.
As the match came to an end,
it was apparent that the Colonials’
energy had dwindled. After a series
of turnovers, fouls and steals for 13
minutes, Drexel unleashed a 5-0
run that ended in a 10-3 victory.
“I think we struggled up on
the offensive side of the ball. We
weren’t moving the ball as well as
we should have been or as well as
we could have,” Hannaford said.
Hicks echoed Hannaford's
statements, but also pointed to the
lack of draw control wins the Colonials posted. Drexel controlled
a total of 12 draws compared to
GW’s three, giving the Dragons
a clear advantage in dictating the
pace and direction of the contest.
“Draw control is also such a
big part of who gets the next goal.
But again, that’s something we can
work on as a team,” Hicks said.
The Colonials will have a week
of practice before they continue
their five-game homestand against
Denver Friday at 3:30 p.m. u

centage. Going just 14-for-25 at
the line, GW failed to capitalize
on valuable opportunities.
“I think it’s mental toughness. It’s not nerves about the
game or anything,” freshman
forward Patricio Garino said.
“We just have to get focused
and make the free throws.”
A bright spot for GW was
freshman forward Kevin Larsen, who was able to find an advantage inside. He came close
to picking up his first collegiate
double-double with ten points
and nine boards and was also
instrumental in aiding GW’s
trips down the court.
“It was just me playing with
a high intensity level. Coach has
talked to me about that all week,
so I was just trying to go out and
play hot, and it worked,” Larsen said. “But my man scored a
lot on me, so I don’t really care
about the stat sheet. I’m just trying to improve my defense for
the next game.”
Larsen was joined in doubledigits by Garino, who added 10
points of his own. McDonald
had eight points, while senior
forward Dwayne Smith added
seven off the bench.
Still, it was the kind of blowout loss GW hasn’t seen recently, and it will fall to Lonergan
to ensure it doesn’t crush his
team’s confidence moving forward.
“I definitely think there were
nerves there,” Lonergan said.
“We’ll watch the film on the
way back and we have two days
to prepare for Fordham.” u
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Sophomore Emily Massel and GW School of Business Assistant Director of Undergraduate Programs David Ruda have spearheaded Lemonade Day-D.C., a program
that teaches D.C. youth business skills through a lemonade stand project. The program is now part of the business school's service-learning project.

Making lemonade and entrepreneurs
by karolina ramos
Features Editor
Perhaps the solution to D.C.’s ailing public school system lies not in complex education policy, but in something far simpler: a
lemonade stand.
To equip fourth to seventh graders with
business skills, sophomore Emily Massel is
spearheading a program called Lemonade DayD.C, inserting college students into classrooms
as mentors.
She aims to reach 1,000 students across all
eight wards in D.C., connecting with the public
school system, charter schools and after-school
programs, culminating in a citywide spread of
kid-operated lemonade stands April 14.
For Massel, the need for the mentorship program in the District is not only apparent – it’s
urgent. Its public school system has a 56 percent
high school graduation rate.
“[The students] need to experience a connection between what they’re learning in the classroom and real life consequences, and feel like
there’s a reason why they want to stay in school,"
she said. "It’s, ‘If I learn how to make this happen

What's the

Deal
WITH

in the classroom, look what I can do, look what I
can become outside of the classroom.’ ”
The Lemonade Day curriculum teaches business basics like finding an investor and calculating loan payments to things like how to craft
healthy lemonade. Each child designs an individual business plan, taking all steps – even D.C.
zoning laws and permits – into consideration.
More than 400 first-year students in the GW
School of Business will become mentors as part
of a service-learning initiative, business school
Assistant Director of Undergraduate Programs
David Ruda said.
“We talk so much about service at GW, and
I truly believe that service does open people’s
eyes, but there’s something to be said about the
fact that we’re doing it in all eight wards in the
District," Ruda said.
Even a rudimentary lemonade stand proves
prosperous for burgeoning entrepreneurs. Ruda
said the annual average net profit from one lemonade stand through the program is $100.
Sophomore Abigail Howard, an international business major and vice president of
marketing for Lemonade Day-D.C., hopes
the program can cultivate an arsenal of fu-

ture business leaders.
“A lot of kids want to be lawyers, doctors
or firemen because they know people in those
jobs. It misses a huge range of jobs in business,” Howard said. “I want them to know
they can try new things, and they can make
money doing it.”
Often, kids' altruism matches their enthusiasm for the program.
Massel said on average, participants give
back 25 percent of their profits to charity.
“These kids are able to...empower themselves by coming home with $100, and sending themselves to summer camp, adopting a
pet, saving for college or donating to their local food bank,” Massel, an international affairs
major, said. “With that profit that they make,
there’s a lesson on ‘spend a little, share a little,
save a little.’ ”
Youth participants aren’t the only ones honing business expertise. While the project is an
exercise in entrepreneurship for children, it also
forces business students to employ their marketing finesse.
“Many times you’re asked in a business
meeting to sell yourself, to sell your brand, to

PETS

Raise
High?
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Rising in popularity on Twitter, the slogan 'Raise High' has become a fixture at Colonials basketball games.

It’s a phrase emblazoned on campus pus motto – more than just a catchy slogan
billboards and attached to Twitter hashtags, for Colonials enthusiasts to rally around.
seemingly as vague as it is ubiquitous. But #RaiseHigh Twitter hashtags have picked
does anyone even know
up among students on game
what "Raise High" means?
days.
"Raise High is univer“The words were taken
Kelsey Renz
sal. No matter who you are,
from our fight song, but they
where you are, what you do,
stand for a larger belief in
as Colonials, we raise high.
striving for excellence in evWe Raise High in D.C., back
erything that we do,” athletics
home on break, interning on the Hill, or director Patrick Nero said. “It means raising
alternative breaks in New Orleans. What high expectations, raising high achievement
does Raise High mean? It’s what it means and raising high sportsmanship.”
to you," the Student Association's official
But on a larger scale, the slogan is meant
definition of the slogan, crafted by three to incorporate the entire campus commumembers, reads.
nity and promote a sense of achievement,
What?
Student Association president Ashwin NarThe phrase, originally coined to foster la said.
spirit and morale during the 2011-2012 basHe said the phrase serves as a rally cry
ketball season, has developed into a cam- for students, coupling with the University’s

convince someone that you need them to buy
whatever it is that you have or to make a trade,”
Ruda said. “Part of what Lemonade Day is, is
we are teaching our students in the First Year
Development Program to go into schools and
‘sell’ Lemonade Day to these children.”
The magnitude of student involvement in
the District’s chapter, as well as its emphasis
on social entrepreneurship, brings what Massel called an “avant-garde” take on the national
program. The D.C. division takes mentorship
training beyond the halls of Duques, incorporating students from the athletics department,
as well as other D.C. universities, including
Georgetown and American.
And while Lemonade Day serves to engage and empower youth, its hands-on, interactive model has a reciprocal impact on university students. GW is one of the top feeder
schools for programs like Teach for America
and the Peace Corps.
“[Students are] going to see a very different
part of the city and ask themselves some questions about education,” Ruda said. “I would
definitely pitch this as our college students investing in the communities within D.C.” u

new branding campaign.
“GW students generally have very high
ambitions – generally very lofty goals, and
you can see with the internships that a lot
of GW students have, the research that
they’re doing on campus, the student orgs
that they’re involved with – it’s about raising high, meeting those goals, meeting that
potential,” Narla said.
And don't be quick to dismiss the saying as a passing phase. Nero said the battle
cry is on the path to matching the well recognized school mottos that have become
integral at other universities.
“As you see in notable examples at other universities, ‘Roll Tide’ at Alabama, ‘War
Eagle’ at Auburn, ‘Fight On’ at USC, ‘Raise
High’ is GW’s way of bonding students,
alumni, supporters and fans of this great
university,” Nero said.

It wasn’t tough for freshman Kally Vanderbilt to keep a turtle in Potomac House
last semester, just hiding Puddles under her
jacket when she brought it into the building.
She said a house staff member noticed the
animal’s tank during room checks, but did
not take any action.
Jake Wolf, a 2011 graduate headed to the
Cornell University College of Veterinary
Medicine in the fall, said his time at GW
wouldn’t have been complete without his
hamster, two frogs, a fish and two snakes.
“I’ve always had animals and quite a
variety of them,” Wolf, who would bring
his pets home to upstate New York during
breaks, said. “I didn’t want that absent from
four years of experience.”
He said he came across the hamster as it
scurried across Kogan Plaza one night and
brought it back to his room in Ivory Tower. The hamster mostly roamed around his
room, and once got caught in his laundry.
When house staff inspected his room one
day, he hid the hamster in its cage underneath the sink.
Wolf said he still has his two frogs and
Betta fish from his time at GW.
Off-campus students have also found
ways to own pets despite apartment building regulations. A senior, who spoke on the
condition of anonymity, said she never filed
the necessary paperwork for her Yorkshire
Terrier, Teddy, at the 2400 M Apartments
building.
She often brings Teddy to a friend’s
room at the Statesmen Apartments building
on F Street, which prohibits dogs, and even
“snuck him into a 4RIDE [shuttle] twice.”
–Karolina Ramos
contributed to this report
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Students often take creative measures to hide
their dorm-room pets, including concealing them
in jackets to get past dorm security.

